Chronic exposure of LLC-PK1 epithelia to the phorbol ester TPA produces polyp-like foci with leaky tight junctions and altered protein kinase C-alpha expression and localization.
Acute exposure (up to 4 h) of LLC-PK1 epithelial cell sheets to the phorbol ester 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) causes a rapid decrease of transepithelial electrical resistance (TER) to less than 15% of initial value. As the TPA exposure period is continued by chronically passaging cells in the presence of TPA, TER begins to recover. By 6 weeks of exposure, TER recovers to almost 50% of its initial value, suggesting that tight junctions (TJs) are recovering barrier function even in the continued presence of TPA. Between 6 and 8 weeks, TER then decreases a second time to approximately 20 to 40% of initial values, and TER values remain at this level for at least 18 weeks of exposure. Transepithelial (paracellular) fluxes of D-mannitol inversely correspond with TER changes. Across chronically treated cell sheets, rates are higher than those across control cell sheets, but lower than those across acutely treated cell sheets. The decrease of TER at 6-8 weeks coincides with the appearance of multilayered, polyp-like foci (PLFs) on the otherwise one cell layer thick epithelium. Electron microscopy shows that the electron-dense dye ruthenium red cannot penetrate across TJs of control cells but passes across all of the TJs of a cell sheet treated acutely with TPA. In chronically treated cultures, ruthenium red penetrates TJs between most cells of PLFs, but not TJs of adjacent morphologically normal epithelium. A clonal subline derived from cells of a PLF (clone PLF-A) is multilayered almost throughout and exhibits ruthenium red penetration across nearly all of its tight junctions, monolayer or multilayer. Acute exposure of control cell sheets to TPA induces activation, translocation, and down-regulation of protein kinase C-alpha (PKC-alpha). In chronically TPA-treated and clone PLF-A cells, total PKC-alpha levels are reduced even further and almost all remaining PKC-alpha is found in the membrane-associated and Triton-insoluble fractions. Immunofluorescence shows that PKC-alpha expression is restricted to the PLFs in chronically TPA-treated cells and is more homogeneously distributed in clone PLF-A cultures. In summary, the data show that chronic treatment of epithelial cells with a tumor promoter induces the formation of abnormal cell architecture (PLFs) associated with increased leakiness of TJs and membrane translocation of PKC-alpha. Recovery of barrier function in portions of chronically TPA-treated cultures does not correlate with up-regulation of PKC-alpha nor translocation back to the cytosolic compartment.